
Health and Social Care Committee 
Human Transplantation (Wales) Bill 
HT(Ind)10  C. M. Wood 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

I refer to the proposals to change the way in which organ donation is organised and want to state 

that these proposals raise serious ethical problems for me since presumed consent in effect equals 

no consent and organ donation should, in fact, be treated as a voluntary gift characterised by free 

will - not an obligation.  

 

Therefore if the proposals are passed I will immediately cease carrying a voluntary donor card 

and rescind any actual or assumed consent for my organs to be donated or used in any way. 

Further in concert with an already existing group I will raise the issue within the European Court 

of Human Rights and will seek blocking activities in conjunction with the ICO to ensure that 

those opting out will then receive a written confirmation from the people/organisation 

responsible for managing such a scheme  and that such persons must be able to contact without 

the need of a computer or any cost to the individual (freepost) with the clear intent of costing 

more revenue than could otherwise be supported within given budgets of yet another intrusive 

entity governing every instance of my life developed by the loony left New Labour or amatuer 

house in Cardiff. 

 

Additionally being a practising Christian I am aware that the proposals will exclude sections of 

society based upon ethnicity and religious grounds thus I would argue that the scheme itself is 

racist explicitly by it's designed intent and governance because it would include myself because I 

am white and my Christianity would not even be taken to account. 

 

Lastly my current participation is currently based upon my explicit consent in that my body 

belongs to me not the State of Wales and I do not and will not trust the likes of Jane Hutt my area 

AM to be socially or intellectually capable in making any decision without my consent in 

addition to my total mistrust of the medical profession not to steal or utilise body parts without 

the proper consents being given! 

 

KEEP YOU HANDS OFF MY BODY PARTS!!!!!  

 

Yours, 

 

Mr C M Wood, 

Barry 


